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1 of 1 review helpful Literary and compelling By Customer Beautifully written and an enjoyable compelling story line 
This book is in the realm of fantasy without going too far I loved Lawhead s Robin Hood series and this compares 
very favorably with that Often I found myself savoring the phrasing and language re reading a paragraph because it 
was so well expressed High recommendation 0 of 0 review helpful In Mensandor s evening sky the Wolf Star fiercely 
gleams a baleful eye beholding the end of the age Across the southern lands sweep the armies of a grim and terrible 
foe Nin the Destroyer merciless invincible Summoned from his studies in the ancient city of Dekra Quentin sets forth 
on a perilous journey to open the prophetic path for a coming deliverer the Priest King who will wield the blazing 
sword Zhaligkeer and usher in the heralded age of light This is fantasy with thunder and chase with peril and 
breathtaking escapes Fantasy Newsletter From the Publisher Stephen Lawhead rsquo s best ndash selling trilogy The 
Dragon King Saga has sold in the millions 
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